
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a principal enterprise architect.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for principal enterprise architect

Understand the customer's business strategy and technology needs
Able to articulate and influence the architecture vision to IT leaders, business
leaders and highly technical resources in order to deliver upon the solutions
they own
Work closely with the account team to grow accounts and be the technical
expert to drive the customer’s business strategy
Show high standards of leadership – provide subject-matter-expertise for new
products to the rest of the organization and actively develop junior staff
within the Global Services and Support organization through training and
one-on-one mentorship
Proven knowledge of web servers, application servers, accelerators, routers
and caching device
Perform requirements gathering and write functional specifications for
(moderately) complex media services and workflows
Provide accurate scope on the design and budget of the proposed solution
Define and/or review architectural design documentation
Work with external partners to define complex solutions for large-scale
deployments
Marshal resources to get things done, and orchestrate multiple activities at
once to accomplish goals

Example of Principal Enterprise Architect Job
Description
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Ability to provide subject matter expertise across multiple architecture
disciplines
Strong knowledge of network technologies and platforms (e.g., TCP/IP,
routing protocols, MPLS, ACLs, firewall, VPN, load balancer, network traffic
analysis, IDS/IPS, proxy)
Strong knowledge of virtualization and cloud technologies, platforms, and
services
Strong knowledge of directory, identity, authentication, and access
management technologies (e.g., AD, LDAP, SSO, AD FS, multi-factor
authentication, TACACS+, Radius)
Broad knowledge of security technologies, solutions, and tools (e.g.,
encryption technologies, SIEM, DLP, AV, port scanners, vulnerability scanners)
Broad knowledge of operational and security processes/controls (e.g.,
vulnerability management, patch management, configuration management,
access management)


